Dust Bowl, Session 2

GM’s note: Nikki (Leitha) was absent at the beginning, so Leitha is following the party silently.

Eva Roe:
Recap: We got a mission to go to Leor to investigate the dust that's been blowing in for the past two weeks. En route, we got caught in a magical storm and a Kraken, and wound up shipwrecked.
Xiriatl:
We met the mayor, were informed that the dust storms might be the fault of Leor, met the town weather-mage, were informed that the storms were the result of powerful magic, went on a boat headed for Leor, got attacked by a kraken and crash-landed on an island.
Sarachim:
Okay, here we go:
You run ashore on a sandy beach, with the wind still howling behind you. The clouds have gotten thicker, making the late afternoon almost as dark as night. The wind has slackened a little but is still blowing, kicking up sand all around you.
You are at the bottom of a shallow bay. Opposite the sea, a tall sand dune slopes upward from your position. Off to the left, you can just see the Serene Wind where it ran aground.
Xiriatl:
"So... I don't suppose anybody recognises where we've ended up?"
Wybren:
(Did all the sailors arrive safely? I don't remember if there were any fatalities.)
Gramzon:
Can I see where the others from the Serene might have landed on the shore?
Eva Roe:
I snap a book shut and stow it away. "Not a clue. We could try asking the captain, though... Assuming he hasn't fled into the wilderness."
Xiriatl:
"Well, in that case, I do have one trick that's worth a try." I cast Locate on myself.
Sarachim:
(You didn't get a complete look as they were evacuating, but you did see a lot get away. Their boats headed off to the left, out of your sight.)
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Sarachim:
Xiriatl casts locate on himself. He is here.
Xiriatl:
"Not a clue. The spell is mostly for finding out where other things are in relation to me, rather than the other way around, I'm afraid. Well, it was worth a try."
Wybren:
I raise my voice to be heard over the wind. "Let's meet up with the crew; they can't be that far."
Gramzon:
I pull my pack and spear from out of the life boat and clime up the sand dune to get a better look around us.
Sarachim:
(To clarify, it's not useless on yourself, but you'd need a better roll.)
Xiriatl:
(I figured, yeah.)
Eric:
"Agreed. Hopefully one of them knows where we're at and which way to go."
Eva Roe:
"Sounds like a plan to me. Come here, Patches..." I scoop up the Criticalico.
Gramzon:
I yell from the top of the dune back at the others.  "Theres a swamp up ahead here!"
Sarachim:
As you talk, it starts to rain lightly.
Wybren:
"Shall we follow the shoreline, or do you think the wind lightens up over that dune?"
Wybren:
"A swamp, Gramzon? So much for that idea." I shrug.
Xiriatl:
"A swamp, you say? Ooh." I head for the top of the dune.
Eva Roe :
"I'm partial to following the shoreline and meeting up the remaining crew..." I watch Xiriatl go to the dune. "...But it appears you have other plans." I shrug and follow Xiriatl.
Wybren:
I look at Eric, Eva, and Leitha. "Well, we can always head back down. Let's stick together for now." I follow Xiriatl and Gramzon, heading to the crest.
Eric:
I follow the others.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. We have a few minutes to spare, don't we?" I head to the next dune over.
Sarachim:
From the top of this dune, you can see another dune about half a mile beyond this one. Beyond that, you can just barely make out what looks like a swamp.
Gramzon:
When the others get to the top of the dune I speak, "I have no idea where we are.  I don't think I've ever been to this part of the island. Riding on the Serene means that I have no relation of how fast we might have traveled."
Wybren:
(How long was the voyage from Riole before the attack? A couple of hours?)
Sarachim:
(About that, yeah. All told, it took about all of one day.)
(The whole voyage, I mean. You left in mid-morning and it's now late afternoon.)
Gramzon:
I look back out at the swamp, looking for anything that might provide cover in there.
Sarachim:
You can't see it that well from here. The wind isn't so bad on the inland side of this dune, though.
Wybren:
"Well, we know that we're much closer to Riole than Leor, so if we follow the coastline north we'll eventually reach civilization. Unless one of us really needs the rest, I vote we press on northward and find the crew."
Wybren:
"What is Xiriatl doing?"
Xiriatl:
"I might just do a little harvesting, while I'm here..." Once I'm at the top of the second dune, I survey the swamp, looking for any patches of promising-looking alchemical herbs growing.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Eva Roe:
"Nether if I know. He seems pretty intent on getting himself swamped."
Sarachim:
To clarify, everyone else is still at the top of the first dune, right?
Wybren:
Yes.
Gramzon:
"I don't think heading back to Riole is the answer.  We need to get to Leor as the mayor asked us to."
Eva Roe:
"On a related note, which way is North? I thought we were headed north, and that the ship is to the south..."
Eva Roe:
Still on the first dune.
Gramzon:
First dune also.
Wybren:
I chuckle at Eva's comment. "Come on, lacewing, there's got to be a better time. You can forage once we rendezvous with the rest of the crew."
Gramzon:
"And didn't one of you say that is weather might have been magical?"
Sarachim:
Xiriatl's about a half-mile ahead of you already. He's unlikely to hear that.
Wybren:
(Oh, just looked at the Mote map right now. We might be due west of Riole instead, if the ship didn't make it past the horn. Sorry everyone.)
Eric:
"Xiriatl does have a location spell. If we go join the crew without him, he should be able to find us without too much problem."
Wybren:
(Still, we know what direction to follow the coastline if we want to go to either Riole or Leor.)
Eva Roe:
"Assuming he doesn't run into any trouble..."
Xiriatl:
I keep heading toward the swamp, oblivious to the conversation going on.
Gramzon:
"If all of you want to find the crew I will go after Xiriatl to make sure nothing eats him."
Eric:
"That sounds good."
Eva Roe:
"Works for me."
Wybren:
I shake my head. "I think it's best if we stick together. Grab him first and then look for the others?"
Gramzon:
"Leave a trail and I should be able to track you to the crew."  I start off after Xiriatl.
Eva Roe:
"But be careful out there. There might be wolves or snakes."
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Wybren:
"Or landsharks! I still think... oh, whatever."
Xiriatl:
I bend over and start trying to dig something out of the ground.
Sarachim:
For some reason, you're all really glad to see Gramzon go. He just seems like a jerk for some reason.
Xiriatl:
I nod approvingly, stick whatever-it-is in my belt pouch, and keep wandering toward the swamp.
Eva Roe:
I head up the coastline toward the ship.
Wybren:
I follow suit.
Sarachim: 
As you start to leave, you notice something large emerge from the sand near the top of the second dune and walk away from you. Soon, it's out of sight of everyone, including Gramzon. It's headed in the same direction Xiriatl was.
Eric:
"Um... anyone have any idea what that was?"
Eva Roe:
"...No. And I'm not sure I want to know, either..."
Sarachim:
You couldn't see it distinctly at this distance, but it looked much larger than a person. Even Gramzon.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Xiriatl:
(That was definitely a good time to roll well.)
Eva Roe:
"Think we should go help them?"
Wybren:
"Okay, that settles it. They may need help against... whatever that was."
Sarachim:
You see Xiriatl come racing across the crest of the far dune, going faster than you'd have thought he could.
Xiriatl:
I run toward the party at breakneck speed, waving my arms up in the air in imitation of an angry crab.
Wybren:
"Eric, Leitha: you with us? Let's not split up three ways."
Sarachim:
A moment later, you see why. The thing you saw was a giant crab, and is hot on his trail.
Eric:
"I'm here."
Sarachim:
It will be on top of Xiriatl and Gramzon soon.
Eva Roe:
Is it within range of a spell?
Wybren:
I curse and run out, loading my crossbow.
Sarachim:
Not quite, but it will be pretty soon.
Xiriatl:
I keep running until I've got the rest of the party between me and the crab.
Gramzon:
I keep chasing the crab, trying to gain ground on it.
Eric:
I run towards the crab.
Xiriatl:
Or until I get eaten, whichever comes first.
Sarachim:
In the confusion, you notice you've lost Leitha.
Eva Roe:
I run towards the crab, readying a spell.
Wybren:
Once I'm in range, I fire a bolt at it.
Sarachim:
Gramzon, Xiriatl, and the crab all converge on the same spot, running toward the party. They reach it about the time the rest get within attack range of each other.
(Basically, if anyone wants to engage it in melee except those two, you'll need to take time to keep running. Otherwise, battle's on.)
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Gramzon:
I stab the crab with my spear to pin it to the ground.
Xiriatl:
Once I catch my breath, I take cover behind the party and sling a stone at it, aiming for the front of the crab's head where it keeps its antennae and mouthparts.
Wybren:
(First blood! Again!)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Eric:
Am I in range if I'm just going to throw a rock, or do I need to keep moving closer?
Eva Roe:
I fire Ball Lightning at the giant crab, dancing at the edge of practical range.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Sarachim:
Wybren literally shoots himself in the foot, for 1 damage.
Eva Roe:
(Gah)
Wybren:
"Gah!"
Sarachim:
Gramzon stabs the crab in its face, checking its run in an instant.
Xiriatl isn't up to the party yet, but he hits with a slingstone as he runs.
Eric: Yes.
Eva's spell misses, leaving a long furrow in the sand.
Eric:
I scoop up the nearest rock and hurl it at the crab.
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Eric:
Then I run towards it again.
Sarachim:
The rock hits it.
Sarachim:
Crab's turn.
Xiriatl:
(Not much need for a grid when there's only one enemy)
Sarachim:
The crab hits Gramzon for 4 damage. He collapses, bleeding badly.
(0 HP.)
Your turn again.
Eric:
(What's Gramzon's stamina?)
Eva Roe:
I get somewhat closer and cast Healing on Gramzon.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Gramzon:
(10 when last session ended.)
Xiriatl:
"Enough fooling around." I sling my flask of Alchemist's Fire straight into the crab's big ugly face.
Sarachim:
10, unless I missed anything.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Xiriatl:
(Well.)
Eva Roe:
(Shouts of defiance tend to backfire thanks to a bad attitude from the dice)
Wybren:
I grimace, and reload my crossbow, taking an extra moment to aim carefully before I fire (1 stamina, Martial):
Sarachim:
Eva heals Gramzon for 4, but not before he loses 2 stamina. He looks like he'll be back in action in a moment.
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Sarachim:
(By which I mean, next round.)
Xiriatl drops his alchemist's fire as he's loading it, and it breaks. 2 damage, and he sets his clothes on fire.
Xiriatl:
(That was possibly the worst roll to critfail on. So much for being undamaged.) Once I have the opportunity to do so, I drop to the ground and roll.
Eric:
I throw another rock and keep running. (Let me know when I'm close enough to attack in melee.)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Sarachim:
Wybren hits. The crab shudders and nearly falls.
Eric misses, but he's almost up to the crab. (Next round.)
The crab catches Gramzon in its massive claw, and pinches. He takes 2 damage, but is still up and ready.
Xiriatl, roll to roll. :P
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Xiriatl:
(You're kidding.)
Gramzon:
(Am I still holding my spear?)
Eva Roe:
Lightning Ball the thing and finish it off.
Sarachim:
The fire does 1 more damage, and Xiriatl loses 1 stamina.
(Yes, Rowen.)
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Xiriatl:
"Help! Fire! Somebody throw something non-combustible over me!"
"Sand will do! I'm not picky!"
Gramzon:
I stab the crab once more with my spear.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Sarachim:
The lightning hits the crab, blasting it ten feet across the sand.
Gramzon:
(That might be a little over kill.)
Sarachim:
Gramzon's spear thrust goes right through its weakened shell. It does not move.
Wybren:
I limp over to help Xiriatl.
Sarachim:
Help how?
Wybren:
Throw sand at him, like he asked.
Gramzon:
I lean against the dead crab and try to catch my breath.
Wybren:
(Hey, if someone asks me to throw stuff at them, I'm hardly going to say no.)
Sarachim:
(Heh.)
Eva Roe:
I wander over and heal Gramzon again.
Sarachim:
Wybren extinguishes Xiriatl without trouble.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Eva Roe:
(...)
Sarachim:
Gramzon is healed for 2, at the cost of 1 stamina.
Eva Roe:
(I don't think I've rolled a double-digit number all session)
Xiriatl:
Once I am no longer on fire, I get to my feet, brush myself off and examine the crab. "Hmm. Let me see what we've left intact here. Those glorious antennae... that hard, impenetrable shell..."
Gramzon:
I also pull out some bandages and try to patch my self up with my first aid knowledge.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Xiriatl:
I take out a small knife and saw from my alchemical kit and begin dissecting the crab for easily-carried alchemical parts.
Wybren:
"Well, this is a teachable moment. What have we learnt about running off on our own?"
Eric:
(Wow. We are not rolling well today.)
Gramzon:
"Thanks for the healing Eva," I smile weakly but with appreciation.
Wybren:
(Though that wouldn't help for critfails.)
Eva Roe:
(Wait, if this heal spell costed stamina, does that mean my first heal spell didn't?)
Sarachim:
Gramzon manages not to harm himself, but loses 1 stamina re-stopping the bleeding.
Xiriatl manages to extract the crab's eyes undamaged. The shell's too brittle to be much good, though.
Xiriatl:
"Perhaps... perhaps that will be enough harvesting for the moment."
Gramzon:
"Speaking of running off on our own, are we missing someone?"
Sarachim:
(That's right, your first heal spell did not, your second did.)
Xiriatl:
(So I take it I just got one Air reagent out of that mess?)
Eva Roe:
(Oh, okay)
Wybren:
I limp over to the crab to see if I can salvage the bolt I shot it with. (I'm assuming I can salvage the one that hit me...)
Sarachim:
(Yeah. That's what eyes are, right?)
You salvage the bolt successfully. It's a bit messy, but intact.
Xiriatl:
(Right.)
Wybren:
"Crap, Leitha! Argh!"
Sarachim:
Can everyone double-check their HP/stamina with me? I think I messed up my notes just now.
Eva Roe:
(6/10)
Gramzon:
(4/8 7)
Eric:
(7/10)
Wybren:
(6/8 HP; 9/10 STA)
Xiriatl:
HP 5/8, Stamina 9/10?
Xiriatl:
All losses entirely self-inflicted. :P[
Wybren:
Same here...
Sarachim:
Looks good to me. Resume.
Gramzon:
"So when did we loose Leitha?"
Xiriatl:
"Where could she have gone? It's not as if we're in the middle of a forest..."
Xiriatl:
"She was definitely in the boat."
Eva Roe:
"I don't know... I swear, it's like you guys are TRYING to get hurt."
Eric:
"Probably when we were running. Let's head back up the dune to see if we can see her."
Wybren:
"She was with us before we ran off to save you two from the crab. Maybe she kept looking for the crew?"
Xiriatl:
"One moment, please." I cast Locate on Leitha.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Sarachim:
Leitha seems to have headed toward where the crew would have landed. She's got a big head start.
Xiriatl:
"She's with the crew. Or heading for them. I think."
"We should probably head that way ourselves."
Eric:
"Works for me." I head towards the crew landed.
Eva Roe:
I follow.
Wybren:
I limp off with the others.
Gramzon:
"Sounds like a plan, lets go catch up."  I use me spear as a walking stick and start back to the beach to follow Leitha's trail.
Sarachim:
You return to the spot where you left your boat, then turn right toward where you think the crew would have landed. The beach seems empty again.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Perhaps they left." I look for tracks on the ground.
Sarachim:
Wait, oops. You aren't there yet.
Sorry, bad description.
Nikki has entered the room.
Sarachim:
At the end of the little bay you landed in, there's a small promontory. After you round the promontory, you see a much larger bay stretching out ahead of you. On its beach, you can see other survivors of the wreck. They seem to have set up two separate camps. From here, you can also see that the beach turns to swamp further inland.
You can see Leitha now. She's between you and the nearer camp.
Xiriatl:
I wave to Leitha.
Leitha:
"Where the heck have you guys been?! I've been looking for you all over!"
Gramzon:
Two camps?  Can I see why they might have divided themselves?
Eva Roe:
"We had to go save Xiriatl from a crab."
Sarachim:
You could roll perception for that if you wanted, but it might not be anything you could see from here.
Eva Roe:
"What's YOUR excuse?"
Xiriatl:
"To be fair, I did find some alchemical ingredients in the process." I hold up the crab's severed eye.
Gramzon:
(Not going to roll it.)
Sarachim:
Are you all walking as you talk, or standing still?
Xiriatl:
Walking, why not.
Eric:
(I'll roll for it.)
Eva Roe:
I have no idea. :-P
Gramzon:
I keep heading for the camps.
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Eva Roe:
I keep moving toward the camps.
Wybren:
I'm walking -- if anyone else is not, I'm urging them to head to camp.
Eva Roe:
"Why do I keep thinking I'm forgetting something...?"
Wybren:
(Right on cue.) "Hey, Eva, where's your cat?"
Eva Roe:I hold up the Criticalico. "Right here."
Wybren:
"So why'd you summon it? At this rate, the poor thing's going to be eaten by the end of the night."
Sarachim:
You get close enough to the first camp to see more, and see that it’s full of the Serene Wind’s marines. The dwarves have made a ring out of their tents, and you can see about 30 of them gathered in the center. It looks like they’re. . . dancing.
Xiriatl:
Does it seem like a regular dance or some kind of ritual dance?
I can roll Religion if that'll help. :P
Sarachim:
No need. It's the latter.
Eva Roe:
"I was bored."
"And it's been here since Pulig's house."
Gramzon:
I stop and watch the dance.
Eric:
"They're all wearing orange, too."
Sarachim:
They're dancing in a circle, and waving their arms around a lot to a drumbeat that you can just barely make out.
Xiriatl:
"There seems to be some kind of ritual going on. Is this... normal, after shipwrecks? Does anyone know?"
Leitha:
"They just crashed their ship, and now they're *dancing*..."
Gramzon:
Are they all only dwarfs at this camp?
Xiriatl:
"Perhaps they are thanking some kind of sea god for their survival."
Sarachim:
You can only see dwarves.
Xiriatl:
"Or perhaps they are wishing doom upon us. It is hard to tell with rituals."
Wybren:
I stop and scratch my head. "Normally, I'm all for dancing, but this is kinda freaking me out."
Gramzon:
I look at the other camp. Can I see what race that camp is made up of?
Eric:
"Should we head over to the other camp?"
Eva Roe:
I mutter and make a few hand gestures.
Leitha:
"Well, we can stand around here until they call forth some horror of the deep, or we can move forward. Your call Eric."
Xiriatl:
"Yes, perhaps the other camp can at least tell us what is going on."
Wybren:
"I certainly wouldn't be able to dance around at a time like this, but a fall down a flight of stairs and a bolt in the foot might have something to do with it."
Sarachim:
The other camp is still some distance away. You'd have to pass right by the nearer one to reach it, or go inland to go around.
Eric:
Well, as long as we're not passing right through it.
Sarachim:
You wouldn't have to.
Eric:
I head towards the second camp.
Eva Roe:
I follow.
Sarachim:
As you pass close by the dwarves, you make eye contact with one of them. He shouts something you can't make out, and the dancers disperse immediately.
Gramzon:
"Do you think that they might blame us for the ship wreck and the storm?"
Sarachim:
Once you're well past them, you hear the drums resume.
Eva Roe:
"...Well that certainly wasn't suspicious."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. We seem to have disrupted their ritual. But they have resumed now, so, er, no harm done?"
Leitha:
"Maybe the kraken stole their minds?"
Wybren:
"Gramzon, I can't imagine why, though I'm no expert on dwarven religion."
Leitha:
"That can er, happen, right?"
Gramzon:
"Last thing I want is the Serene crew turning on us."
Sarachim:
As you walk along the beach, you can see more of the distant second camp. You see that it has more people, and some shanties in addition to the tents. You can see elves, dwarves, humans, and even a lacewing.
Wybren:
"Well, the Captain was the one who offered the ship for our quest, so I can't see why there'd be a problem."
Sarachim:
Roll Perception, please.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Xiriatl:
(Oh, sure, now I start rolling well.)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Leitha:
(Yes, my bad rolling has returned!)
Wybren:
(Know those people with "I roll 20s" shirts? I hate them.)
Eva Roe:
(That's 4 or 5 fumbles thusfar)
Sarachim:
There's some random bits of debris from the Serene scattered along the beach here. Amongst them, several of you notice a still-intact sea chest.
Leitha:
"DIBS!"
Sarachim:
To Wybren, it looks like it might be a mimic.
Eric:
(Heh)
Xiriatl:
(I saw it before you did. :P)
Gramzon:
"Dibs?"
Leitha:
I rush over to the chest.
Wybren:
"Leitha, I'd stay away from that thing if I were you..."
Xiriatl:
I approach the chest and cast Detect Magic on it.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Leitha:
"You're only saying that because you want first call, Wybren."
Sarachim:
You don't sense any magic.
Gramzon:
While they are all focused on the chest I look around us to see if anyone might be watching us.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. I don't think there are any magical traps on it, or any magical items inside it..."
Sarachim:
Perception roll on that, Rowen?
Leitha:
I examine the chest for locks, opening mechanisms, etc.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Eva Roe:
(...)
Wybren:
"Oh, right, of course. There's nothing wrong with pilfering a chest belonging to crazy dancing dwarves."
Eva Roe:
"How do we know it belongs to them?"
Leitha:
Can I attempt to pick it?
Sarachim:
You could, yes.
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Eric:
(Religion)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
Gramzon can't see anybody nearby, but he's also starting to suspect the chest is a mimic.
Gramzon:
"Wait, are you trying to steal something out that thing?  It doesn't even belong to you!"
Sarachim:
Leitha struggles with the lock, and makes some progress. It's not open yet, but getting there.
Leitha:
"Well, show me the rightful owner, and I'll gladly share it with them."
Eva Roe:"Yes, because their owners are furious with us right now..."
Leitha:
(Can I just take a 10 on this?)
Sarachim:
(Yes.)
Leitha:
Okay, I'll do that.
Gramzon:
"I will have no part in this."  I turn and walk away from the party opening the chest.
Eric:
(I thought that the chest was in the debris from the wreck, not by the first camp?)
Sarachim:
(It is.)
Eva Roe:
I roll my eyes.
Wybren:
"Okay, hold it, bad idea time. We've had enough bad luck tonight as it is. Is anyone nearby?" (Perception):
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Sarachim:
As the rest of you focus on loot and arguing, Wybren looks up just in time to notice more crabs.
There are four, approaching from multiple directions.
(One moment, gotta do grid stuff.)
Leitha:
(how big are these crabs, since I missed them first time?)
Eva Roe:
(Big)
(Bigger than us)
Xiriatl:
(Unless these are smaller ones. Hopefully they're smaller ones.)
Xiriatl:
"I knew I should have saved that alchemical fire..."
Sarachim:
Ugh, what's a good fixed-width font?
Eva Roe:
Courier new.
Sarachim:
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_
01[ :c: : : : : : : : : : :c: : ]
02[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
03[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
04[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
05[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : :c]
07[ : : : : : :+: : : : : : : : ]
08[ : : : : :3:1:2: : : : : : : ]
09[ : : :6: : : : : :4: : : : : ]
10[ : : : : : :5: : : : : : : : ]
11[c: : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Sarachim:
Thanks, Nioca. Pick your numbers.
+ is the chest, c are crabs.
Eric:
4
Eva Roe:5
Leitha:
1
Xiriatl:
3
Gramzon:
6
Wybren:
2
"We're under attack again, people. Look alive!" I draw a deep breath and launch into a fervent Battlesong. If nothing else, it will draw attention to our problem. (1 stamina, Magic (Enchantment)):
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Xiriatl:
I sling a stone at the crab at A11.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
Wybren's song fills the party with confidence. The crabs appear to be unmoved, though.
Eric:
I move to N6 and swing at the crab.
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Eva Roe:
I fire Ball Lightning at A11, staying put for the time being.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Eva Roe:
(WOO!)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl's stone misses, but Eric hits his crab solidly in the leg.
Gramzon:
Hearing Wybren I look behind me and see the crabs.  I then move to D4 and ready myself to detain the crab at B1 so it can not get past me.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Sarachim:
Eva's ball lightning erupts from her hands with a roar, and consumes the crab. When it clears, nothing is left.
Leitha:
Is the chest open?
Xiriatl:
(Just to clarify based on my understanding of what's gone down in previous combats: I can move up to my speed, use one non-attacking item and make an attack in the same round, right?)
Sarachim:
(Rowen, so you're spending an action to block it, but not attacking?)
(Thuryl, yes. In any order.)
Gramzon:
(Can I move more then 5 spaces per turn then?)
Sarachim:
(No, only 5.)
(And yes, the chest is open.)
Eric:
(Sweet, a hit on a six. Now to do it seven more times and completely disable the critter. :P )
Leitha:Okay, then I look through it to see if there is anything I can use as a projectile weapon.
Gramzon:
(Okay, D4 is 5 moves, I'm waiting there for the crab.)
Sarachim:
The top layer is clothes, the next is food, and the bottom random odds and ends. You'd have to roll to search more thoroughly, or spend a round.
Leitha:
I'll spend a round
Gramzon:
(I just saw that there is a crab at A11.  I failed my spot check, again.)
Leitha:
(Nothing I can do anyway. Stupid melee-orientated martial skills. Will I ever learn?!)
Xiriatl:
(Was.)
Sarachim:
(Eva killed the one at A11 already.)
Eva Roe:
(There WAS a crab on A11. Pretty thoroughly handled that one)
Wybren:
"Leitha, priorities!"
Sarachim:
(Heh.)
That's everyone, right?
Gramzon:
(Sweet, thanks.)
Leitha:
"Wybren, please tell me what these can do against a GIANT CRAB! Especially when they're ALL THE WAY OVER THERE!" (hold up my daggers)
Xiriatl:
"They're daggers! You can't throw them?"
Wybren:
"You're going to, what, throw clothes at them?" (Keep in mind clothes is all Wybren can see with a quick glance.)
Sarachim:
Gramzon's crab advances on him, and hits him for 3 damage.
Eric's attacks, but misses.
Eva Roe:
"Can everyone focus a little less at calling Leitha out and a little more on surviving the crabs, please?"
Gramzon:
(I really hate crabs.)
Sarachim:
The last advances on Eric, but does not reach him yet.
Leitha:
"They're not mere throwing knives! As for you, bard, go write a song about it."
Sarachim:
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_
01[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
02[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
03[ : :c: : : : : : : : : : : : ]
04[ : : :6: : : : : : : : :c: : ]
05[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : : : : : : : : : : :4:c]
07[ : : : : : :+: : : : : : : : ]
08[ : : : : :3:1:2: : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
10[ : : : : : :5: : : : : : : : ]
11[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
Eric:
(Someone go after the crab on M4 so I don't get mobbed)
Gramzon:
I stab the crab at C3 with my spear.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Sarachim:
Leitha finds a spyglass at the bottom of the chest. You could throw it, if so inclined.
Eric:
I attack the crab on O6 again.
Leitha:
(Planning on it if I don't find anything awesome)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Xiriatl:
I drink my Stimulant potion, move to K10 and sling a stone at the M4 crab.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Wybren:
I roll my eyes and move to H12, maintaining the Battlesong. I then load and fire my crossbow. (Martial):
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Wybren:
(I fire at M4)
Leitha:
I decide against throwing it, but pocket it instead. Then I move to L4 and stick my daggers in the crab adjacent.
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
Gramzon hits his crab, as does Eric.
Eva Roe:
I move to C10 and fire a Ball Lighting at C3 to hopefully take that crab out and keep Gramzon from getting killed.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Leitha:
(Or kill him by your own hand. Either/or, eh Nioca? :p)
Eva Roe:
(Heh)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl, Leitha, and Wybren all hit the crab at M4, knocking it around badly.
Eva's ball lightning misses.
The crab at C3 jabs at Gramzon, but misses. The one at M4 charges Leitha, who dodges successfully. Eric isn't so lucky with the last, which hits him for 2.
Sarachim:
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_
01[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
02[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
03[ : :c: : : : : : : : : : : : ]
04[ : : :6: : : : : : : :1:c: : ]
05[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : : : : : : : : : : :4:c]
07[ : : : : : :+: : : : : : : : ]
08[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
10[ : :5: : : : : : : :3: : : : ]
11[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : : : : : :2: : : : : : : ]
Leitha:
Daggers fall, crab dies? (+1 stamina)
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Leitha:
(Woo!)
Gramzon:
I stab the crab at C3 one more time.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Eric:
Same attack, same enemy.
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Xiriatl:
I move to G5 and sling a stone at Gramzon's crab.
Sarachim:
Leitha's daggers fall. The crab dies.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Wybren:
I move to M12, aiming at the crab at O6 as it presents a better shot. (Martial):
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarachim:
Gramzon hits again, and the crab takes a step back.
The other two miss.
Wybren:
(Still maintaining the Battlesong.)
Eva Roe:
Okay, Gramzon's going to be in a crapload of trouble if the crab lands a hit, so... Heal on Gramzon.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Sarachim:
Wybren's bolt flies true, and hits the crab. It looks nearly dead.
Gramzon is healed for 4, at the cost of 1 stamina.
The C3 crab lunges at Gramzon, but loses its balance and runs right into the wrong end of his spear.
The other hits Eric for 3.
Eric:
"Eva, I could use a heal!"
Eva Roe:
"On it!"
Gramzon:
(Wrong end is the tip or the butt?)
Xiriatl:
(Wrong end for the crab, I assume.)
Sarachim:
-*-A_B_C_D_E_F_G_H_I_J_K_L_M_N_O_
01[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
02[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
03[ : :c: : : : : : : : : : : : ]
04[ : : :6: : : : : : : :1: : : ]
05[ : : : : : :3: : : : : : : : ]
06[ : : : : : : : : : : : : :4:c]
07[ : : : : : :+: : : : : : : : ]
08[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
09[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
10[ : :5: : : : : : : : : : : : ]
11[ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ]
12[ : : : : : : : : : : : :2: : ]
Sarachim:
Yes, wrong end for the crab.
Leitha:
I leap over to finish off O6.
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Gramzon:
I stab the crab at C3 for a third time.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Sarachim:
Done. Leitha is unstoppable. Where was she last fight?
Eva Roe:
I move over to G8 to fire off a heal spell at Eric.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Leitha:
(She was L4, now N5)
Sarachim:
Gramzon tries to stab the last crab again, but can't dislodge his spear from its shell in the first place.
Xiriatl:
I sling yet one more stone at Gramzon's crab, hoping to finish it this time.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  7
Sarachim:
Eric is healed for 2. No stamina cost.
Eva Roe:
(...???)
Wybren:
I move back to H12, continuing the rousing Battlesong, loading my crossbow but not taking a shot. I don't want to risk hitting Gramzon.
Sarachim:
Xiriatl hits the last crab, and it falls.
Wybren's song, while still excellent, is now far less appropriate.
Gramzon:
(Last crab was C3 right?)
Sarachim:
Yes.
Xiriatl:
"Whew. Well, that wasn't so hard." I start examining the crabs to find suitably dissectable parts.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Gramzon:
I wrench my spear out of the crab's shell.
Eric:
I take ten for first aid on myself.
Wybren:I stop singing and glance around, looking for more crabs. "Well, good work team. I'd rather not do that again, though."
Sarachim:
Eric patches himself up adequately (1 HP).
You don't see any more crabs.
Sarachim:
Xiriatl manages to gather one unit of Earth reagents and one of Air.
Leitha:
I head back to the chest, and grab a few sets of clothes.
Eva Roe:
I sit on the chest. "Okay, that's enough crab to last awhile."
Wybren:
Seeing that the coast is clear, I try to retreive my bolts from the corpses (fired 2 this battle).
Xiriatl:
"How is everyone after that fight? Are any of you in dire need of healing?"
Gramzon:
I check out the crabs to see if they are edible.  (Nature)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Gramzon:
"I'm okay, thank you."
Wybren:
"Just the hit from last battle, and that nasty fall on the ship." (6/8 HP)
Wybren:
"I'm still doing well, all things considered."
Eva Roe:
"I'm alright. Just some bumps from the ride here." (6/8)
Leitha:
(ideally full outfits, but also anything that would cover my face)
Leitha:
"I'm fine for healing, but I could do with a drink."
Eva Roe:
"Oops, sorry, Leitha." I get up off the chest.
Sarachim:
Leitha finds two full sets, as well as a nice red scarf.
Wybren:
"I think we could all use a drink."
Eva Roe:
"Several." I nod.
Sarachim:
You don't see why the crabs wouldn't be edible.
Leitha:
What is the state of the chest-food?
Sarachim:
Dried meat and fruit. Looks good to last for a while. It's even dry, somehow.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Just a moment -- I have a hunch." I cast Detect History on the chest and its contents.
Gramzon:
I pull my water skin out and offer it to Wybren.  "Just don't drink it all, we need to find some fresh water to refill it and I don't see any around here."
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Gramzon:
"Just pass it around till everyone has had a drink."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. This chest appears to belong to sailors from Hiana. All clear, then. Feel free to, er, exercise your salvage rights."
Wybren:
"Heh, thanks," I laugh as I stop rooting through the corpse for a moment. "I was wishing for something stronger, though." I take a sip and pass it back to him.
Leitha:
"Oh, yeah, salvage rights. That's what I was doing..."
Gramzon:
I pass the water skin on to any one else that might want a drink.
Eva Roe:
I pet Patches the cat. "Is it just me, or does it seem everything's trying to kill us?"
Sarachim:
Wybren retrieves his bolts.
Leitha:
I collect a portion of the dried food and stash it into my satchel.
Eva Roe:
I pass on the water, pursuing one of my own water flasks instead.
Sarachim:
(Patches responds by trying to kill you, 1 damage. :P)
Leitha:
"So, are we heading on?"
Xiriatl:
"I suppose so." Are both camps still where they were before the crab brawl?
Sarachim:
Yes. How would they move? :P
Xiriatl:
Well, maybe they got eaten by a sea monster.
Wybren:
I try to shake most of the gunk off my bolts. "'Everything trying to kill us' sums up my life nicely, as it turns out. You get used to it."
Xiriatl:
"Wait -- one moment..."
"Leitha's given me an idea."
Is there enough sailors' clothing in the chest for all of us?
Wybren:
"I don't know about you, Xiriatl, but I brought along an extra change of clothes. I won't be needing any."
Xiriatl:
"We'll need a cover story if we still plan to go through with our mission to investigate Leor. And under the present circumstances, 'travellers from Riole' seems like the worst cover story imaginable."
Sarachim:
There are two changes of clothes in the chest, and some more food.
Xiriatl:
"I suggest we stretch the truth a little, and claim to be deckhands from a wrecked Hianian ship, seeking shelter in Leor."
Leitha:
"Well, we could be deckhands in the clothes we have on..."
Xiriatl:
Could we? Is there anything obviously identifying about anyone's current outfit?
Eva Roe:
"Only the marines had that orange uniform."
Sarachim:
Well, armor is unusual, for a deckhand.
Gramzon's dressed like Lawrence of Arabia.
Leitha:
"Also, we have no idea what conditions are currently like in Leor. Maybe travel is still open there?"
Sarachim:
Apart from that, I can't think of anything.
Wybren:
"Oh, I see. Well, if there aren't enough sets of clothing for everyone, I can safely remain in my own clothing, as I could just as easily be a wandering minstrel from Hiana as from Riole."
Leitha:
"And if it comes down to it, we could just say we were travelling on a ship that crashed. I mean, that is the the truth. We don't have to explain why we were on the ship."
Gramzon:
"Lets get over to that camp over there (the one that is not all dancing dwarfs) and continue our discussion."
Xiriatl:
"True. The important thing is that we do not let our origin slip to anyone untrustworthy -- which is to say, to anyone in Leor."
Eva Roe:
I start walking toward the camp. "Let's walk and talk, shall we?"
Xiriatl:
I head toward the non-weird camp.
Leitha:
I follow.
Gramzon:
I follow.
Sarachim:
You get there without further incident. It's full of the sailors from the Serene, and you don't see any of the marines. Some are resting, while others are building a couple of crude huts.
Eric:
I follow. "I'm afraid I might not be the best at remaining inconspicuous. It's not exactly easy to hide a halberd."
Leitha:
"Just keep telling people you really ARE that pleased to meet them."
Eva Roe:
I look around. Is the captain present, or is there anyone that looks to be in authority?
Eva Roe:
(Do I need to roll for that?)
Sarachim:
You don't see any officers, but as you watch you notice a human woman walk by. Everyone else present nods to her as she goes past them.
Sarachim:
(No roll)
Sarachim:
She disappears into a larger-than-normal tent nearby.
Wybren:
(These shanties -- do they look permanent, or at least older than the shipwreck?)
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Some kind of noble? I wasn't informed of any dignitaries aboard the ship..."
Sarachim:
(You can't tell for sure, but they look similar to the ones currently being built.)
Eva Roe:
I enter the tent the woman entered.
Xiriatl:
"Eva, are you sure that's a good idea...?"
Leitha:
"Perhaps she's just the only one with any leadership qualities. I mean, come on, you men are useless without a bit of guidance, eh, Eva?"
Wybren:(Is it still raining?)
Leitha:
(it was raining?)
Sarachim:
Yes, still raining, but not very hard.
Gramzon:
I follow Eva into the tent.
Leitha:
I look around, see that Eva had already left, and follow her.
Xiriatl:
I sigh and follow the party in. But before entering, I cast True Sight, just in case.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Wybren:
I shrug at Eric and follow the others.
Eric:
I shrug back and follow as well.
Sarachim:
You don't see any illusions.
Sarachim:
The human woman is inside, sitting crosslegged near another chest.
Xiriatl:
"Good day. I don't believe we've been introduced."
Sarachim:
"Oh, you're the passangers. Of course."
Eric:
"Are many adventures as rough to begin with as this one, Wybren?" (Whispered)
Wybren:
"We've had it easy. No fatalities."
Wybren:
"Yet."
Sarachim:
"Nor have we. But you might soon, if you don't teach your friend to knock."
"I'm Selika, in case you were wondering."
Xiriatl:
"Were you aboard the ship? I don't recall seeing you."
Eva Roe:
"Nice to meet you, though I have to point out that it's a little hard to knock on a tent."
Gramzon:
"I am Gramzon." I nod my head in greeting
Sarachim:
"I was. It's a big ship, and I was below the whole time. That's where my station is."
Eva Roe:
"Oh, how rude of me. Eva Roe, traveling healer. My apologies for not introducing myself earlier."
Xiriatl:
"Very well. It is a pleasure to make your acquaintance, Selika. I am Xiriatl, of the Cynosural Brotherhood."
Leitha:
"Your station? You were serving aboard the ship?"
Wybren:
I nod in greeting as well. "Wybren, ma'am."
Sarachim:
"Oh, another healer? Well, that's an entirely different story. I'll forgive a fellow healer anything."
Xiriatl:
"You are the ship's healer, then? No wonder you are respected among the crew."
Sarachim:
"And I suppose you," she nods at Xiriatl, "must be one too, after a fashion. How lucky for us."
Wybren:
(Shoulda made a healer-thief instead of a healer-mage, Nioca.)
Leitha:
(heh)
Eva Roe:
(Heh)
Xiriatl:
"I do have some knowledge of healing potions, yes. Are there many wounded among the crew?"
Sarachim:
"None I couldn't deal with myself, but who knows how long that good fortune will last?"
"Apart from the dangers of settling in a new place, there are always the marines."
Gramzon:
"The ones set up at the other camp?"
Wybren:
"Beg pardon?"
Eva Roe:
"Yeah, I noticed them... Any idea what's going on with them?"
Leitha:
"Yes, we did see them. What in heavens are they doing?"
Sarachim:
"Yes, them. You see, Captain Doburn considers it his duty to build a new ship, or at least a boat, and escape as fast as possible. The marines, loyal to a fault, won't desert him in that."
Leitha:
"You disagree, then?"
Xiriatl:
"I can't say I saw much shipbuilding going on."
Sarachim:
"The rest of the crew, on the other hand, would rather stay. They think they'll do as well here as anywhere, and I agree."
Wybren:
"Build a new ship? Surely what's out there is salvagable. All the marines need to do is travel to Riole and get in contact with the Hiana navy."
Xiriatl:
"Travel to Riole?"
"Now?"
Sarachim:
"You mean you know which way Riole is?" Her face lights up.
Eric:
"Ah. We we hoping you would know."
Xiriatl:
"Well, I do have a compass, at least." I pull it out.
Wybren:
I look taken aback. "Well, I'm no expert in navigation, but can't you just follow the coastline?"
Xiriatl:
"So all we need to do is work out what direction it's in."
Xiriatl:
I cast Locate on the city of Riole.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Sarachim:
"Captain Doburn is our navigator. I've been trying to teach myself the trick of it, but with no luck."
Sarachim:
The city of Riole is currently in the city of Riole, and looks to remain there.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. I think my skills are a bit rusty."
Sarachim:
(The spell description says person or object, not place.)
Eric:
"And he won't give you directions, then?"
Xiriatl:
(Oh, dang. :P)
Gramzon:
"Riole is in the northern point of the island."
Wybren:
(Try the mayor?)
Sarachim:
"No. We had a pretty big argument about this right after we landed. I'm a coward, he's an idiot, blah blah."
Xiriatl:
"We were sailing west toward Leor before the wreck, so it's probably to our east..."
Wybren:
(Although, the spell result would likely be "In Riole")
Eric:
"Do you have any idea how we would best approach him?"
Eric:
"And get the directions for ourselves and for you?"
Leitha:
"I am not dancing. I can tell you all that now for nothing."
Sarachim:
"Subservience works well with him, but unless you're masters of persuasion, I don't see how you'd get him to help us."
". . . dancing?"
Xiriatl:
"Ah, yes. The dwarves appear to be conducting some kind of ritual."
Xiriatl:
"A great deal of dancing is involved."
Eva Roe:
"It involves dancing and hiding from passersby."
Eva Roe:
(sniped)
Sarachim:
"Oh, that? That's just how they pray. A bit strange, but then all religion is really. Don't worry, they won't even let you watch, never mind make you join."
Leitha:
"Well, we have nothing to lose from going to talk to him, do we? We may as well try."
Sarachim:
"Well, wait a moment, before you rush off."
Gramzon:
"And what do have to gain?"
Eva Roe:
"Yes. I'd like to sit for a while before running off again."
Leitha:
"Becoming unlost, I'd have thought."
Eva Roe:
(RAINSTORM!!!!)
Sarachim:
"Even if you can find the direction to Riole, I'm not sure we'll want to reutrn. It could be a long, dangerous way, and I hear Riole is pretty awful right now. I think, after we discuss it, we'll decide to settle here anyway."
Xiriatl:"If you say so. If you ever do want to return, I imagine it's along the coast to the northeast."
I check the compass.
Sarachim:
"What we do want to find is a better place to settle. Someplace not so. . . stormy, I guess. A place where we could put a farm or the like."
Gramzon:
"If you do settle here then keep your eyes open for the local crabs.  They are rather nasty."
Sarachim:
The compass says the ocean is to the west.
Eva Roe:
"Ambitious. What do you want us to do?"
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. We seem to be most of the way to Leor already. How convenient for us. Not so much for you, I suppose. Well, for your information, the ocean is to the west."
Sarachim:
"Well, first, spend the night here. I won't let you run off into the swamp in the dark."
Sarachim:
"Then, if you ever found a spot that looks promising, you would do us a kindness by telling us about it.
Xiriatl:
"That seems eminently reasonable. We'll find you on our way back, if not sooner."
Eva Roe:
I nod.
Sarachim:
"Way back?"
Eric:
I nod thoughtfully.
Xiriatl:
"Oh, you don't know where we were headed? I've probably said too much, then."
Gramzon:
"Where would you like us to set up our camp for the night?"
Sarachim:
"Right here is fine. The sailors insisted on giving me this big tent, for some reason."
Gramzon:
"Right here?  In your tent?"
Sarachim:
"Would you prefer your own? We don't have many, but I suppose we could manage it."
Eric:
"I suppose it's easy to find if you accidentally hurt yourself."
Xiriatl:
"Well, I don't mind personally. But sometimes when I work in the evenings, offensive vapours can be produced."
Wybren:
"We don't to impose, ma'am," I add.
Gramzon:
"Thank you very much.  This will be more then fine I believe."
Eva Roe:
"I wouldn't mind sharing the tent. It'd save one for someone who might need it more."
Sarachim:
"Vapo- oh, right, alchemy. Eh, doesn't bother me."
Leitha:
"Are you sure? You've not had to smell just how offensive his vapours can be yet..."
Gramzon:
"Well, if everything is settled I'm going to set out side cook something to eat."
Wybren:
"We-e-ell, I wouldn't mind not sleeping outside tonight..."
Sarachim:
"Oh, and you're a cook? Why didn't you say so?"
"I wish I could persuade your group to stay with us instead of continuing to Leor. You'd be so useful."
Gramzon:
"Well, I can help cook tonight if you would like."
Xiriatl:
"Unfortunately, we are needed elsewhere as well. You have our best wishes and our gratitude, of course."
Eva Roe:
I sit down in a corner and pull out my spellbook. "Unfortunately, we have things to do. But we'll hopefully come back."
Sarachim:
"Well, that's fair enough, I guess."
Wybren:
"You're too kind, ma'am." I find a place to sit and pull out my cittern, tuning it.
Sarachim:
"Make yourselves comfortable. I'm going to go check on the others for a few minutes."
Eric:
"Will you need any extra guards around camp tonight?"
Gramzon:
"And would you like me to help with the cooking?  It wouldn't be a bother for me."
Sarachim:
She stops in the tent's entrance when Eric speaks. "I think we're all right, but thank you."
Sarachim:
"You look like you've all had a rougher day than we did."'
Xiriatl:
"Oh, just a few crabs. Their remains proved useful, so it wasn't a total loss."
Eva Roe:
"Preach it, sister."
Wybren:
"Hopefully, there won't be any more crabs. How many giant anthropods can one beach support?"
Sarachim:
". . .giant crabs?"
Xiriatl:
"Well, yes. We wouldn't have complained so much about regular ones."
Eva Roe:
"Oh, yeah, a bunch of them."
Leitha:
(whisper to Eric): "I still think we should set up a watch in here tonight. People are never this pleasant without having some kind of motive."
Sarachim:
"I see. Well, thank you, that's valuable information. And it only makes it more important to find a better spot."
Eric:
(Whispered back) "All right. What are you worried about, though?"
Wybren:
"Indeed." I lean back and start plucking out a slow tune.
Sarachim:
Selika walks away, seeming a little distracted.
Xiriatl:
I unpack my alchemy kit and start brewing potions. Do I need to roll separately for each one, or is it one roll for the lot?
Sarachim:
One roll will do.
Gramzon:
"I'm going to go cook something to eat, anyone that wants some can come along."  I leave the tent.
Sarachim:
If you're resting, I need Perception rolls from the watchers.
Leitha:
I'll take one watch.
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  8
Xiriatl:
Okay then. I make one Stimulant, one vial of Alchemist's Fire, one vial of Toxic Gas and one vial of Protective Oil. By my calculation that uses up 2 Fire, 2 Air, 1 Water and 1 Earth reagent, leaving me with 2 Earth, 2 Air and 1 Water left over.
Sarachim:
Right.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Eric:
I'll take second watch.
Eva Roe:
(...I was just waiting for that to land on a 1 and cause the tent to explode. :-P )
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  9
Sarachim:
Any others?
Eva Roe:
I'm resting.
Wybren:
(Sure, I'll oversee the party's doom. Perception):
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Wybren:
(See!)
Gramzon:
I cook up one of my rations and eat it.
Eva Roe:
(So that's 0 watch rolls in the double-digits... nice)
Sarachim:
Lack of sleep and a post-stimulant potion crash cost Xiriatl 2 stamina. The rest of the party regains 4 HP and 3 stamina.
Wybren:
(Rowen, you weren't cooking up crab for us? ;( )
Gramzon:
(No one asked.)
Sarachim:
Eric notices Selika return to the tent and fall asleep early in his watch, but otherwise the night passes peacefully.
Gramzon:
After eating I head to the beach to wash the blood from my cloths.
Xiriatl:
(So, anyone feel like taking bets on how long until the next ambush?)
Eva Roe:
(I would, but I don't have anything to bet with.)
Sarachim:
You're woken early the next morning by the sound of hammers. The rain stopped during the night, and the wind has died down to a pleasant breeze.
Eva Roe:I snooze on my pack gently.
Xiriatl:
I unfold my limbs groggily. "Sounds as if some more construction is going on."
Is Selika awake yet?
Gramzon:
I wake up to the sound and move to the tents entry way and look outside.
Sarachim:
Yes, she's just woken up, too.
Eric:
"Well, let's get breakfast and directions and be off while conditions are good."
Xiriatl:
"Wait, before we leave... perhaps I could do something to reassure you of your safety here, for the time being." I cast Portent on Selika.
Wybren:
I'm wide awake, as I was keeping the last watch. "Yep, just started."
Sarachim:
She rubs her eyes. "So soon?"
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Wybren:
(Thuryl, curious: what will you say if the spell turns out badly? "Sorry, Selika, but you're going to die cold and alone two weeks from now.")
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. You should be safe here for the moment. How long that moment is, I cannot rightly say. I hope this advice can serve as repayment for your hospitality."
Leitha:
(he'd lie of course :p)
Eva Roe:
I yawn and stir.
Sarachim:
"Hey, you're an alchemist and diviner? I guess I can stop worrying about you, then."
Xiriatl:
"Yes. We of the Cynosural Brotherhood swear a sacred vow to seek the truth in all its forms."
Gramzon:
I return to my bed roll and pack it up and gather my gear.
Eva Roe:
I blearily gather my stuff together. "What I wouldn't give for two more hours of sleep..."
Gramzon:
"What wouldn't you give?"
Eva Roe:
"...Actually, come to think of it, a few things. But you get the idea."
Wybren:
I pack up quickly. "Again, Selika, thank you so much for your hospitality. We'll keep an eye out for your safe haven."
Sarachim:
"Thank you. Safe return."
"Now, if you'll excuse me, I have a construction shift today, and gods know how much healing to do. . . "
Gramzon:
I smile at Eva, "I know, just trying to brighten your morning with a little joke."
Eva Roe:
I nod. "May your efforts here be successful."
Eric:
"Farewell for now."
Sarachim:
"And yours." She nods back, and walks out of the tent.
Eva Roe:
"Oh, sorry, Gramzon. My sense of humor doesn't activate till late morning."
Eric:
"Are we all ready to go? Besides Eva still being half asleep, that is?"
Xiriatl:
"I am ready. Wait -- one last warning."
Leitha:
"Do we know which way we're going?"
Gramzon:
"No fret, my humor is rather poor at its best I am told."
Gramzon:
"If the ocean is to the west then we should travel south."
Eric:
"Yes, Xiriatl?"
Sarachim:
Selika pokes her head back into the tent. "Warning?"
Xiriatl:
"Ah, not for you. For us."
Sarachim:
"Oh, I see." She vanishes again.
Xiriatl:
I take out the Toxic Gas vial. "This flask is filled with a volatile liquid which evaporates into a highly noxious vapour. In an emergency, I may need to use it in close quarters. When I take out this vial and speak the word 'chaos', all of you are to close your eyes, hold your breath, and run. Is that understood?"
Eva Roe:
"Umnbertud." I nod, mumbling blearily.
Xiriatl:
"Good." I put away the vial.
Wybren:
"Ah, I... see." I look uncomfortable, remembering the alchemist's fire.
Leitha:
"I need more fingers to count the ways that could, and probably will, go wrong, but fine."
Xiriatl:
"Don't worry. It shouldn't be lethal, I don't think. Unless I made it too well."
Eva Roe:
"I thought we were going to talk to Captain Doburn and try to get directions."
Gramzon:
"Well that is comforting."
Eric:
"Yes, that was my plan."
I head outside.
Gramzon:
"I would rather avoid any more delays but if everyone wants to speak with them I will follow."
Gramzon:
I follow.
Eva Roe:
I follow Eric, nose in spellbook and memorizing spells.
Sarachim:
Outside, it's a beautiful morning. The hammering is, in fact, nearby construction.
Wybren:
"I'm sure it will only take a moment, Gramzon." I follow as well.
Eric:
What does the camp of marines look like this morning?
Wybren:
(They're doing the can-can now. The horror. The horror.)
Sarachim:
It's some distance from here, but it looks like they're hard at work, too. A crew is dragging a treetrunk from the swamp to the camp.
Eric:
I head over towards the other camp.
Eva Roe:
Follow, still memorizing spells.
Xiriatl:
I follow the party toward the dwarf camp.
Sarachim:
As you leave the sailors' camp, you notice a few of them watching you subtly. They look away whenever you see them.
Gramzon:
"I don't think they want us here."
Sarachim:
You make your way toward the other camp peacefully. On the way, you pass the site of yesterday's battle.
Xiriatl:
Is everything as we left it?
Sarachim:
There are some seabirds picking at the crabs, but otherwise, yeah.
As you approach, you notice Captain Doburn is coming out to meet you.
Gramzon:
"I think that some of us should just wait at the edge of camp while the others speak to the Captain."
"Or he could come to us I guess."
Eva Roe:
I snap my spellbook shut and put it away.
Eric:
"You can stand to the side if you don't feel like speaking."
Wybren:
I smile at the captain and nod in greeting when he gets close enough.
Sarachim:
He nods back at Wybren. "I was hoping you all would come back here. I have a task for you."
Xiriatl:
"Good morning, Captain. It's good to see you're alive and well."
Eva Roe:
"Erm... Hello to you too."
Sarachim:
"Excuse me if I'm abrupt, but I was expecting you yesterday."
Xiriatl:
"We were delayed by sea life again. You know how it is."
Sarachim:
"All too well, but with your help, we can all be delayed a bit less by it."
Gramzon:
"I'm not sure we have much time remaining here but what is the favor you ask?"
Eva Roe:
"What, exactly, are you asking?"
Sarachim:
Inside the camp, you can hear a great deal of hammering and sawing. Even out here, it's a bit hard to hear the captain.
"Well, as you can see, we are attempting to build a new craft and resume our mission. Until we do, we can't resume yours, either. Now, on the Serene we had a group of goblin laborers, but they ran off into the swamp yesterday. If you could find them and persuade them to return, we would all be on our way sooner."
Xiriatl:
"The swamp, you say?"
Sarachim:
"Yes. Have you seen it?"
Xiriatl:
"Oh, yes. It's hard to miss."
Gramzon:
"Persuade them?  How would we do that?"
Eric:
"Even with the goblins, wouldn't that take weeks?"
Xiriatl:
"A fair point. We may be better off making our own way to Leor on foot."
"Unless, of course, you have something else to offer us..."
Sarachim:
He turns to Gramzon. "You could point out that they are lost in a swamp, gods know where, and we are their only hope of escape. You could remind them that they have contracts and are technically engaged in mutiny. You could remind them that mutiny is legal grounds for the use of force. Whatever you think will work best."
He stops, surprised, when he heads Xiriatl. "On foot? Assuming you don't get lost, how far can you travel in a day?"
Xiriatl:
"Hm. Perhaps thirty miles a day or so, assuming good conditions."
Eva Roe:
"A distance, I'd imagine. At any rate, I don't think I'm stepping foot on a ship of any kind ever again."
Sarachim:
"Yes, and a ship at sea under ordinary conditions can travel a hundred. Yesterday we must have doubled that, at least."
Xiriatl:
"That's all very well, but the ship is hardly usable at the moment, is it?"
Eva Roe:
"And how many days are we going to be stuck here working on a ship instead of traveling?"
Sarachim:
"Assuming we're even still on Koros after being driven so far."
Wybren:
"Come now, Eva. What are the chances of being attacked by a kraken a second time? Erm, a third time..."
Wybren:
"Wait, what? Oh dear."
Sarachim:
"Oh, I'm sorry, I forget sometimes. Yes, it is entirely possible that we're on a different island."
Leitha:
"You would know that, though, what with you being at the helm yesterday. You'd know where we ended up, more or less."
"Of course, you're probably not going to tell us until you get what you want, are you?"
Gramzon:
"I'm would rather not hunt after your workers but If you need a the skills of a blacksmith then I can help with that.”
Sarachim:
". . . not tell you? Don't tell me you've listened to Selika."
Wybren:
"Leitha..." I groan.
Leitha:
"We have, but that isn't it. You want our help. Why would you risk us leaving on foot?"
Sarachim:
"Why WOULD you leave on foot, you band of gods-damned idiots? We're lost!"
Xiriatl:
"Well, not entirely lost. We're on the west coast of... some island, somewhere."
Eva Roe:
"You walk around long enough, you're bound to find something."
Xiriatl:
"I'm fairly sure we're still on Mote, at any rate."
Sarachim:
". . . west? Wow, now that is lost."
He points to the sun, which you notice is rising over the ocean.
Xiriatl:
"... or perhaps my compass did not survive the journey intact."
Gramzon:
I finger the tools on my belt as the others talk.
Xiriatl:
"I suppose, then, that we are most likely not on Koros any more, assuming that we did not manage to circumnavigate the island in a day."
Sarachim:
"I am inclined to agree. So, you see, we need to get our workers back. Please forgive my outburst, but it really is important."
Gramzon:
"Do you need a blacksmith as well?"
Sarachim:
"Not yet. It's all woodworking at this stage."
Wybren:
I pat Gramzon on the shoulder. "Besides, I think we need a fighter more."
Eva Roe:
I sigh. "By Tanann, this is really starting to vex me..."
Gramzon:
"Well, I would rather not have to use force to bring the workers back."
Sarachim:
"I would rather you didn't either, obviously. I only suggest it as a last resort."
Gramzon:
"How long ago did your workers leave into the swamp?"
Wybren:
I shrug. "Speak softly, and carry a big stick. I'll do the speaking softly part, you do the stick part."
Eric:
"I think we're going to need a miracle to get anywhere at a reasonably quick rate."
Sarachim:
"Yesterday afternoon. Almost immediately after we landed, while Selika and I were arguing."
Eva Roe:
"And I'll do the healing part after you bludgeon the poor things."
Xiriatl:
I look inland. Do I see any high mountains in the distance?
Sarachim:
Not from here.
Gramzon:
"I don't want any bludgeoning.  Captain, I will go after your people but I do not plan on harming any of them to make them come back."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. I believe we may be on the island of..." I squint at the map the mayor gave us... "something-kiram. Or an uncharted island. It's anyone's guess, really."
Leitha:
"You may need to look away at some point in the not-to-distant future then. I'll make sure to tell you to look away."
Sarachim:
"They deserted their posts, and left us all in greater danger as a result. I do not feel sorry for them."
Gramzon:
"How many of them were there?"
Sarachim:
"About 20. I hope they are all still alive."
Eric:
"Don't fret, Gramzon. We won't use violence unless we absolutely have to. We're more likely to need to have to fend off, I dunno, giant swamp rats or something."
Eva Roe:
"Swamp rats?"
Eva Roe:
"Nobody said anything about swamp rats..."
Gramzon:
"Okay, so are all of you up for traversing the swamp in search of the workers?"  I look to the others of the party.
Xiriatl:
"I don't see as how we have any better options."
Eva Roe:
"No. But I don't see the choice here."
Eric:
"Nobody said anything about giant crabs either."
Wybren:
I nod. "Sounds like the best plan we have."
Sarachim:
"I'm glad. Be safe out there."
Gramzon:
I wait to for Leitha to voice her opinion.
Leitha:
"What, I get a say? I thought the jury had spoken?"
Sarachim:
"I thought your captain had spoken."
Eva Roe:
"Leitha, if you can come up with something better, I'll go with it. As Tanann as my witness, I will go with it."
Gramzon:
"I don't believe in making anyone do anything they do not wish to do.  Everyone has a voice."
Leitha:
I look strangely at Gramzon.
"Lets look for them. C'mon."
Xiriatl:
"Do you have any better ideas, Gramzon? The captain has simply asked us to request that his workers make good on their contracts. Is that unreasonable?"
Eva Roe:
"Damn, I was really hoping you'd actually come up with something better."
Xiriatl:
"Remember, Riole's future may be at stake here. We shouldn't waste time arguing."
Leitha:
(whispered): "Also, I think Captain Crazy thinks he's *our* captain too, and I'd quite like to get back to civilization at some point. Unfortunately, he's looking like our best option."
Gramzon:
I pull my pack up on my back and heft my spear.  "The sooner we get this done the sooner we leave I guess."
Xiriatl:
"Very good. Captain, do you have any leads on where in the swamp they may be? It would also help if I had some names to go on, or an object belonging to one of them."
Eric:
(Whispered) "And if there are any better options, we won't find them standing here."
Sarachim:
"I don't have any leads, but none of us are trackers, so I think you may fare better. As for names, well, sure, I know all of their names."
Gramzon:
I wander to the edge of the beach where it meets the swamp looking for tracks.
Xiriatl:
"Excellent. In your estimation, which of them is most likely to be still alive and with the group, if the group is still together?"
Sarachim:
"Well, hmm. Forglung was pretty tough. And popular."
Sarachim:
(Tracking is a Nature roll.)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Well, it's worth a try." I cast Locate on a popular goblin named Forglung.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Xiriatl:
"Well, either there were goblins in this swamp before our ship arrived, or there was more than one goblin named Forglung in the group. What I can tell  you is that they're definitely in the swamp, and I don't think they're together as a group any more."
Gramzon:
I call out to the party from where I am.  "Tracks start over here!"
Eric:
I hurry over to Gramzon.
Xiriatl:
I head to where Gramzon is.
Gramzon:
I turn and follow the tracks into the swamp at a slow pace so everyone can catch up.
Eva Roe:
"Oh joy..." I turn and follow Gramzon.
Wybren:
"Excellent." I turn to Doburn. "Could we get some supplies from you before we leave? Specifically, rations? I don't know how long we'll be gone."
Sarachim:
Once Gramzon points them out, they aren't hard to see. It looks like a large group entered the swamp here, and went what you now believe to be west.
Sarachim:
"Sounds fair." He reaches into a small pack he is carrying, and hands Wybren enough food to last him about three days.
Wybren:
"My thanks." I turn back to the captain before I leave with the others. "It's not really my place to say this, but I wouldn't be too hard on Selika. She's a healer; her first thoughts go to the safety of those under her care."
Xiriatl:
As we trudge through the swamp, I keep a lookout for useful alchemical plants.
Sarachim:
The captain bows silently, and returns to his camp.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Eva Roe:
Like Xiriatl, I keep a lookout. Unlike Xiriatl, it's for things that might want to eat my face.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Wybren:
I pack the new rations in a safe, dry place, then jog to rejoin the others. Along the way, I pull out one of my old rations, as it's been a while since I've eaten.
Gramzon:
I lead us into the swamp following the tracks.
Sarachim:
Xiriatl spots several plants that have natural healing properties at the edge of the swamp. Together, they make up one set of water reagents.
Sarachim:
You enter the swamp. Its low, crooked trees are packed tightly together in some places, making it hard to find a path. In others, you can see small pools of open water. If anything wants to eat your face, you haven't seen it yet.
So far, the goblins' tracks are still clear.
After about two hours, the tracks lead you to a river.
Leitha:
How wide is it? Do the tracks go right up to it?
Sarachim:
About twenty feet. And yes, they do.
Eric:
How deep is it and how fast is the current?
Gramzon:
Can we still follow the tracks or do we lose them in the water?
Sarachim:
You can't tell how deep it is from here, but the current doesn't look too fast. The tracks end at the water.
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. I wonder if the goblins went downstream on a raft. They would have had access to plenty of wood, after all."
Gramzon:
I search up an down stream on our side for a few hundred feet for any tracks or signs that some else came through here.  (Nature)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Xiriatl:
Are there any fallen tree branches lying around the water's edge?
Sarachim:
Gramzon doesn't find any other tracks along the water's edge.
Leitha:
I get out my spyglass and use it to look around. Can I see any smoke, any campsites, any sign of the goblins?
Sarachim:
There are some fallen branches, but you can't tell if there are significantly more than at any other point in the swamp.
Xiriatl:
I pick up a branch and use it to test the depth of the river.
Eric:
"Anyone have any rope?"
Sarachim:
Unfortunately, the river bends both up and downstream, so you can't see too far even with a spyglass.
Gramzon:
"I do."
Leitha:
"You don't want to do that, Xir. My mother always told me to test the depth of a river with both feet."
Sarachim:
At the limit of Xiriatl's reach, the river is still quite shallow.
Xiriatl:
"Did your mother ever hear of piranhas?"
Gramzon:I set down my pack on the rivers bank.
Leitha:
"We lived in the city. It didn't come up often."
Gramzon:
"Okay, time to find out if the fish will eat us."
Gramzon:
I wade out into the water
Sarachim:
No fish attempt to eat you.
Gramzon:
I cross the river and get out on the other side.
Sarachim:
You make it across successfully. It's quite shallow.
Xiriatl:
"You know, it's quite possible the group split up here, some going upstream and some going downstream."
Eric:
"Would have gone with the rope myself, but oh well."
Gramzon:
I then look for any tracks on this side. (nature)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Eric:
I cross the stream as well.
Xiriatl:
"We may have a task ahead of us to round them all up."
Sarachim:
You don't find any on this side, either.
Wybren:
"Here would be the place to do it, if they were trying to cover their tracks."
Leitha:
"Do we have any reason to believe they split here though? More likely they got further in, had a row, and split there."
Eva Roe:
I cross the stream as well.
Gramzon:
"I don't see any tracks over here on this side."
Xiriatl:
"Well, that still leaves the question of which way to go if we want to follow them."
Eric:
I use my perk and search for any sign of the goblin workers.
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Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  4
Eric:
(Bah)
Leitha:
I shrug and cross the stream, before helping with the trail-search.
Gramzon:
"If they did travel along this river downstream would be the easiest as it doesn't fight the current."
Eva Roe:
On the other side, I look for tracks as well (Perception):
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  14
Xiriatl:
"True. But they'd know that we knew that."
Leitha:
(Perception:)
OnlineHost:
Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Sarachim:
Even together, the three of you don't find any more tracks.
Gramzon:
I cross the river back to the side where I left my pack and put it back on.
Eva Roe:
"They can't have just disapeared..."
Xiriatl:
"They must have expected to be pursued. I think they're just as likely to have gone upstream, to make pursuit difficult."
Wybren:
(Who hasn't search for tracks yet?)
Xiriatl:
I haven't. But with no Perception and no Nature... well, it's worth a try.
Wybren:
Give me a moment.
Xiriatl:
I cross the river and search for tracks in, on and around it.
Gramzon:
I look up into the trees, anything of note in them or in the sky?
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Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Wybren:
I turn to Xiriatl. "You know, I travelled with this one lacewing ranger once. She was able to track over bare rock, on a good day. Why don't you give it a shot?" Inspiring tale:
OnlineHost:
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  11
Xiriatl:
(Somehow I don't think that's going to help.)
Wybren:
(Of course, had I known you would have rolled a 2, I wouldn't have bothered.)
Sarachim:
Xiriatl starts to feel really good about his chances for a bit, but it turns out he still doesn't know anything about tracking.
Xiriatl:
"Well, we can't see any tracks. That suggests they probably continued on along the riverbed for a while, whether upstream or downstream."
Sarachim:
Would everyone please remind me which side of the river they're on right now?
Xiriatl:
I'm on the far side.
Eric:
Far
Wybren:
I'm with Xir, wherever he is.
Eva Roe:
Erm... The far side.
Leitha:
Far
Wybren:
Far.
Leitha:
(of course, it's now the near side, but yeah :p)
Xiriatl:
"Wait a minute, let me try something. It's a long shot, but..." I cast Detect History on the river.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  1
Eva Roe:
(...The hell, dice?)
Wybren:
(Stick with tracking, X)
jtriumphe:
(The dice have obviously sided with the goblins)
Sarachim:
The river is several thousand years old. You learn its entire history, and nearly go mad from boredom.
Eva Roe:
I set Patches loose with the order to look for any tracks. (Roll?)
Xiriatl:
"As I thought, that was... unhelpful. Oh well."
Wybren:
(It's a different river now. Try cast the spell again!)
Eric:
(Heh)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  1 (Religion)
Eva Roe:
...Do I want to know what that was for?
Sarachim:
Lightning strikes ominously in the distance.
Sarachim:
Roll Perception, please.
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Leitha rolled 1 20-sided die:  13
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Wybren rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Leitha:
(no way)
Eva Roe:
...
Wybren:
(wut.)
Xiriatl:
NOW we roll well. NOW.
Gramzon:
(el oh el)
Wybren:
I cup my hands around my mouth. "Gramzon, above you! Look out!"
Eric:
"Gramzon! Cross the river! Now!"
Gramzon:
I duck.
Wybren:
I get my crossbow out and load it, readying a shot.
Gramzon:And then sprint into the water to cross the river at the others word.
Eva Roe:
Notcing the others, I take a defensive postion.
Sarachim:
Gramzon dashes into the river, mere moments before a massive snake strikes at him. He makes it across, and it retreats into the trees.
Eric:
"Nobody said anything about giant snakes, either."
Xiriatl:
"We... should probably have someone keep an eye out in the trees in future."
Gramzon:
"I stand on the bank panting from dashing through the water.  "Thanks"
Wybren:
"Whew, disaster averted." I keep a watch above us periodically from now on.
Sarachim:
Noted.
Leitha:
"I suppose it's possible the goblins all got eaten, right?"
Sarachim:
Oh, if you're still using Patches to track them, you can roll that.
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Xiriatl:
"Oh, and just to head any further mishaps off at the pass..." I cast Portent on myself.
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Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  16
Wybren:
(I should do something while the dice are hot...)
Eva Roe:
(A jig?)
Eric:
"Snakes have a slow metabolism. It wouldn't need to eat more than one, and I doubt that the goblins ran into twenty different snakes."
Xiriatl:
"Something bigger than a snake, on the other hand..."
Sarachim:
Patches disappears into the jungle, as though following a scent.
Wybren:
"Eva, your cat ran off again."
Eva Roe:
"I think Patches found something..." I follow Patches.
Eric:
I follow Eva.
Xiriatl:
"I'm not saying we're in any specific danger, but I hope you all have your wills prepared."
Gramzon:
I follow patches trying to see if it is on a trail.
Xiriatl:
I follow the others.
Leitha:
"A will? Me? I'm pretty sure nobody is going to fight over a matchbook and a red scarf..."
I follow too.
Wybren:
"Ah, thanks for the heads-up, Xiriatl." I follow Eva and her cat. "I've heard of bloodhounds, but this is ridiculous."
Sarachim:
You follow Patches. It's difficult, as he fits through many places you don't, but eventually you catch up. He is sitting at the base of a tree, about a thousand feet upriver and fifty feet from its bank, looking very pleased with himself.
Xiriatl:
"Upstream. I told you so." I look at what, if anything, Patches has found.
Eric:
I look around, including up the tree.
Gramzon:
I look up into the tree.
Sarachim:
Well, there's no snake in it. That's good.
Patches meows and circles it.
Eva Roe:
I examine the tree closely. (Roll?)
Gramzon:
Are there any holes under the roots of the tree?
Sarachim:
Pick a skill.
Eva Roe:
(Won't really matter, but) Perception.
Eric:
(Perception for anything unusual)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Eva Roe:
"Good Patches! Good cat! Guys, I've got something!" I pet Patches.
Gramzon:
"What do you have?"
Eric:
"Yes?"
Eva Roe:
"Several of the twigs on this tree? They're broken. It's like someone climbed it recently."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. Do you see anyone up there now?"
Wybren:
(How big is this tree?)
Gramzon:
How wide is the trunk of the tree?
Sarachim:
About 30 feet tall. The trunk is maybe two feet in circumference at chest height.
Xiriatl:
"I can't imagine anyone but a goblin would have passed through this swamp recently, but just to make sure..." I cast Detect History on the tree.
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Eva Roe:
"I don't think so... But I'd bet there's something up there."
Gramzon:
"I'll go up and find out if you want me too."
Leitha:
"Well, there's only one thing for it. I'll climb up."
Xiriatl:"Hmm. A goblin climbed down this tree at some point. Probably recently."
Leitha:
"Or you can Gramzon. Whatever."
Xiriatl:
"I doubt there's still anyone up there... but they might have left something behind, I suppose."
Wybren:
"It's a tall tree. Our friend could have just gone up to take a look around. Heading up might be a good idea in any case. Be careful."
Gramzon:
"Okay, I take a look."
Wybren:
(Climb, climb, climb the swamp tree.)
Gramzon:
I clime the tree.
Sarachim:
Roll Dexterity.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Sarachim:
You make it up easily. What now?
Gramzon:
I look to see if anything is in the tree with me that should not be there.
Sarachim:
Not so far as you can tell. The tree looks empty.
Xiriatl:
"Any luck?"
Leitha:
"Can you see any sign of them in the distance?"
Gramzon:
I look out from the top of the tree to see around us and where we are in the swamp.
"Hold on a second, going to try something rather stupid."
Xiriatl:
I stand far enough from the base of the tree that nobody will land on me if they fall out.
Eva Roe:
I back away from the tree so that something stupid doesn't fall on my head.
Gramzon:
I try climbing into the neighboring tree.
Wybren:
"Oh, brother." I step away as well. "Thanks for the warning, though."
Sarachim:
That's another Dex roll.
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Eric:
I head upstream a bit to search for any signs that some goblins came this way. (Perception)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Gramzon:
(Here I come down.)
Sarachim:
Gramzon plummets out of the tree, and takes 1 damage in the fall.
Eva Roe:
"...I'm starting to think you like pain and injury, Gramzon."
Xiriatl:
"Any other ideas?"
Wybren:
"Just so you know, Gramzon, I'm not carrying you the rest of the way."
Xiriatl:
I look around for tracks leading away from the tree.
Gramzon:
I get back up once I get my wind back in me.  "That tree was to short to see anything from."
Xiriatl:
(Perception)
OnlineHost:
Xiriatl rolled 1 20-sided die:  6
Gramzon:
I climb up the neighboring tree that I tried to get into before I fell. (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  18
Gramzon:
(Everything works good if I start from the ground and go up.)
Sarachim:
Gramzon successfully climbs another tree.
Gramzon:
I look out to see what is around us and any signs of other life in the swamp.
Eric:
"Well, it looks like the goblins could get out of the stream without leaving tracks by going tree to tree."
Xiriatl:
"Hmm. That makes things difficult for us."
Eva Roe:
"Rather ingenious. Though dangerous. But... maybe not."
Xiriatl:
"Do you think they know we're here yet?"
Wybren:
"I'd be surprised if they went through that effort, though."
Gramzon:
"Looks like something was up in this tree earlier.  More broken branches up here."
Eric:
Is the tree Gramzon is in closer or farther away from the river?
Sarachim:
It's closer than the first one he climbed.
Eva Roe:
I look for any tracks around the first tree.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  19
Eva Roe:
...
Gramzon:
I move from this tree to the one overhanging river. (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  20
Xiriatl:
"I could always threaten to set fire to the canopy and see if that brings them out of hiding, I suppose."
Eric:
"I think you're going the wrong way, Gramzon."
Sarachim:
Eva searches for a while, and finds some tracks at the base of the tree Patches led you to. They seem to start from nowhere, and they lead away from the river.
Wybren:
"Ugh, please don't. I travelled with this one group who thought setting fire to things was the solution to everything."
Sarachim:
Gramzon, oblivious, swings majestically from one tree to another.
Eric:
"Eva, can you follow the tracks for a while?"
Eva Roe:
"They didn't stay in the treeline. Look..."
Xiriatl:
"Yes. As we now have tracks to follow, perhaps following them would be a better idea."
Wybren:
"Besides, how stupid would an adventuring party have to be to set fire to the jungle they're currently in?"
Eva Roe:
"I can try."
Eric:
"Good. Then let's follow them."
Xiriatl:
"Well, we are near a river, at least..."
Gramzon:
Once in the other tree I look for more broken branches.
Leitha:
(dintaraWIN)
Eva Roe:
I follow the tracks.
Eric:
I follow Eva.
Leitha:
"Er Gramzon. We're going this way now. C'mon down..."
Sarachim:
(Ha ha)
Gramzon:
I lower my self safely down out of the tree and follow the others.
Wybren:
"I think monkey-dragon is having way too much fun up there." Wybren follows the others.
Sarachim:
You follow the tracks for another hour before you hit another dead end.
Eva Roe:
(Is it bad that when I heard Nikki say "C'mon Down...", I instantly thought of 'The Price is Right'?)
Eric:
(Yes. TV rots your brain, you know. :P )
Sarachim:
Unlike last time, there is no river here. Just a sudden end to the tracks.
Eva Roe:
"Erm... crap, I think I lost them. Maybe they went up a tree again?"
Leitha:
Any trees?
Gramzon:
"I'll climb them if you want me to."
Sarachim:
There are some, but no obvious ones. They'd have to have moved invisibly for some distance or something.
Eric:
"What are the goblins so worried about that they're concerned with hiding their tracks?"
Xiriatl:
"Us?"
Wybren:(About how many sets of tracks are we following now?)
Gramzon:
I use my tracking skills once more on the area around us and also look to the trees to check those too.  (Nature.)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  5
Eva Roe:
"...Or Captain Jackass back there."
Sarachim:
(It's hard to say. They seem to march in single file to hide their numbers.)
Wybren:
(heh)
Wybren:
"Maybe they backtracked?"
Eric:
"Yes, but the rest of the crew didn't go very far even though they don't seem to like him much."
Sarachim:
It's a long, slow process, but eventually Gramzon is certain that nobody has climbed any of the trees near here recently.
Xiriatl:
"Well, the rest of the crew weren't goblins. Perhaps there was some animosity between them and the dwarves?"
Eva Roe:
"Yeah... but did you see the way Captain Duborn acted toward the goblins?"
Eva Roe:
(sniped)
Eric:
I search the spot where the tracks end for any sign that they backtracked or tunnels or something.
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  17
Xiriatl:
"The question is, where are they now?"
Gramzon:
"Or the fact that the Goblins were nothing short of slaves?"
Eva Roe:
"Or maybe it was something else entirely."
Eric:
"Yeah, they backtracked."
Gramzon:
"We will never know till we get to ask one."
Xiriatl:
"Well, at least we know they haven't disappeared into thin air."
Gramzon:
"Backtracked?  What is going on?  This is not like a group of runaways."
Eric:
I head back the way we came slowly, keeping my eye out for any sign that they've gone up into the trees. (Perception)
OnlineHost:
Eric rolled 1 20-sided die:  15
Eva Roe:
I follow Eric.
Wybren:
"This is exactly like a group of runaways."
Gramzon:
I start back the way we came looking for signs that the trail breaks into a new direction. (Nature.)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  3
Sarachim:
You retrace your steps for about half an hour until you find the place. Now that he's looking for them, Eric spots the telltale signs that a tree has been climbed.
Wybren:
I catch my breath. "Half an hour of backtracking does seem... excessive..."
Sarachim:
(To clarify, you went slowly because you were looking closely at every tree on the way.)
Gramzon:
I climb the tree Eric spotted the signs of having been climbed. (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  12
Wybren:
(right, of course.)
Leitha:
"I agree. I'm getting to the point now where I might just have to stick one of these guys even if they agree to come peacefully."
Gramzon:
I move from this tree to the next one.  (Dex)
OnlineHost:
Gramzon rolled 1 20-sided die:  2
Eva Roe:
"At which point I'd have to light you up like a festival tree. Something's going on here. If the goblins are this desperate to ensure that no one follows..."
Eric:
"I am not too familiar with goblins or swamps. Does anyone know what sort of features the goblins would be making for as a good hiding spot?"
Sarachim:
As spectacular as Gramzon's last fall was, this one equals it. You think you feel the ground shake. Luckily, he's unhurt.
Gramzon:
I gasp for air.
Eric:
"It could be faster than trying to track them through all this."
Leitha:
"You know Gramzon, we can probably follow the trees from the ground..."
Eva Roe:
"Okay, lets try Patches again." I set Patches loose, hoping he can follow the scent.
OnlineHost:
Eva Roe rolled 1 20-sided die:  10
Sarachim:
Mind if we call it a session here? I know it's an awkward spot, but it is getting late.
Gramzon:
(Adios guys.  I need to head out.)
Eric:
(Bye)
Eva Roe:
(Fair enough)
Xiriatl:
No problem.
Eva Roe:
(Bye!)
Wybren:
Works for me.
Leitha:
ok
Sarachim:
End session, then.

